SAVE DEONAR

SINCE a few years MUMBAI FIRST & Clean Mumbai Foundation has adopted A ward to upgrade the quality of life following – cleanliness, street furniture, roads & pavements, greenery, painting of compound walls of the buildings & traffic. We have progressed a lot in all the above parameters & now a big plunge in working towards reduction of volume of garbage CREATED DAILY in A ward.

A ward has approx. 2800 buildings & it is the main tourist spot of the city & it has population of 1.5 lakh residents, 1.5 lakh slum dwellers residing in 15 slums & 50 lakh floating population as major government offices & with 2 business districts. Thus the task is very challenging.

With the recent fires at the Deonar dumping ground, we have realised that it is high time that we, as responsible citizens do something to help the situation. A Ward is sending approximately 432 MT of Waste to the landfill daily & thus there is a need to see how we can reduce this volume.

In light of this, we have launched the "Save Deonar Project" which will be an A Ward initiative to do what we can do to minimise the movement of waste from A Ward to Deonar.

This will be a 6-8 month-long activity, which will involve creating awareness & educating A Ward Residents along with actual implementation of programs to reduce and manage waste at source in A Ward itself. The BMC is offering us their wholehearted support for this initiative as we are joining hands with them to SAVE DEONAR.

Apart from this, we have already adopted 2 of the slums in A Ward, Shiv Shakti Nagar & Garib Janta Nagar, where we have started supervising the proper sweeping & cleaning by BMC sweepers, waste segregation by the residents and composting the wet waste into compost.

This is our first step to Saving Deonar & our city.

Kuntal Oza
Clean Mumbai Foundation
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Letter from the Chairman

Dear Friends,

The last couple of Months have been very eventful and engaging.

I am delighted to see that the co-operation we started with European Union in 2013 has helped in building a long term cooperation platform between the EU, Mumbai agencies, EU Member States, cities, regions, businesses houses - both in India and Europe.

Consistent with our previous programs, a very successful week long Lab Workshop on Sustainable Urbanization was conducted in Mumbai in September. This is the first time such an exercise has been undertaken and proved to be a great success.

I also take this opportunity to proudly inform you that the beautification project “Hamara Station Hamari Shaan” has been successfully executed in all the 36 railway stations in suburbs of Mumbai. The project was a joint initiative by Mumbai First and Making A Difference (M.A.D.) Foundation, with the support from both Western and Central Railways.

The logo of Hamara Station Hamari Shaan was released by the Hon'ble Chief Minister Mr. Devendra Fadnavis, in the presence of Mr. Ratan Tata, Mr. Anand Mahindra and others at Mantralaya.

Similarly, the inauguration of this initiative was also done by Honourable Minister Mr. Fadnavis on October 2, celebrating Gandhi Jayanti, along with the Railways Minister Mr. Suresh Prabhhu and Member of Parliament Ms. Poonam Mahajan, at Bandra Station. I would also like to thank our support partners and other organisations/institutes, and those 25000+ volunteers who have contributed to the success of this Project.

Following the BRICS Friendship Cities Conclave a few months ago, we have had considerable interest from the BRICS Nations in developing relationships with Mumbai First. On 27th October 2016, we welcomed a high level delegation from Qingdao People’s Association where a round table discussion was held and MoU was signed.

May I also take this opportunity to send my very best wishes to you and your families for a Happy Diwali and a peaceful and healthy year ahead.

Warm regards,
Narinder Nayar
European Union – India Metropolitan Lab Concludes with Specific Proposals for Maharashtra's Sustainable Urbanisation

A vision for Maharashtra and the MMR regarding transportation, land use, housing, environment, and productive activities, was presented by expert teams from MMRDA, MCGM, CIDCO, MIDC, MBPT, as well as Chennai Metropolitan Development Authority, CEPT Ahmedabad and UN Habitat.

This was the outcome of a 6-day Metropolitan Lab to examine Maharashtra’s sustainable urbanisation which was launched on Monday, September 19th. The objective of the Lab, which was a common hands-on project of a diverse groups of participants, was to explore in an interactive and comprehensive manner the challenges and opportunities for sustainable urban development in Mumbai, MMR and Maharashtra. The Lab applied a new methodology in collaboration of international institutions, such as the European Union, UN-Habitat, Inter-American Development Bank, United Nations Center for Regional Development, and several universities.

The Lab was hosted at MMRDA and was implemented within the framework of the EU Mumbai Partnership, which was established between the EU, Mumbai First, government agencies and other stakeholders in order to address the challenges of urbanisation in Mumbai. This specific initiative was implemented by Suez, Acciona and Mumbai First, to promote the exchange of experience and best practices on urban issues.

Forthcoming activities include a visit to the smart cities of Rotterdam and Barcelona, three more interactive events, policy analysis, etc. New EU initiatives are also expected in 2017 through a larger programme to bring together city/regional stakeholders including the private sector from the EU and India to exchange experience and know-how.
Railway Beautification Project

The dizzy and damp railway stations in Mumbai suddenly turned alive and bright. All thanks to the 20,000+ volunteers who actively participated in the station beautification initiative called Hamara Station Hamari Shaan.

Stains of Paan, Tobacco and Gutkha or the stresses of unkempt washrooms at our local railway stations are a common complaint. This Gandhi Jayanti Mumbai First chose to change that.

The local train has for long been recognised as the city’s lifeline. One of the most obvious and reliable modes of mass transit and transport. To make this change visible, it cannot but be a better signature than beautify the platform of the masses. Bring colour to the railway stations, bringing colour to people’s lives.

Thus, Mumbai First and Making A Difference (M.A.D) Foundation came together to celebrate the joy of giving week, DeanUtsav, to beautify 36 railway stations in suburban’s of Mumbai. From Masjid Bunder to Thane on the Central Line and Churchgate to Dahisar on the Western Line. This was an initiative in collaboration with the western Railway and Central Railway.

Within the 7 days that DeanUtsav is celebrated, October 2 to 8, citizen rolled up their sleeves and put out their heart into art.

The beautification of the railway premises included staircases, Foot Over Bridges (FOBs), Booking window and area adjoining, Entrances, Signage’s and the platforms.

Artists, design students and experts got together to create themes and designs for various stations. For example, keeping Mumbai’s coast and environment in mind, Vishnu took up the theme of Mangroves and environment protection while Marine lines projected the Koli/Fisher Folk community. Byculla, home to JijamataUdyam (the zoo) has the theme of Mumbai’s flora and fauna, just to name of few. Thousands of citizens, corporates, not for profit groups have participated voluntarily.

And another feather was to provide a basic history plate of the railway station at each of the stations. In due course of time, the signage’s of each station would also get changed and additional informative signages would get added.

Activity timeline:

Shirish Joshi, CEO Mumbai First along with Harsh Shah, Founder of Making a difference addressing the 1st stake holders and partners strategy meet, 27th August 2016, St. Andrews College, Bandra

Horrible Chief Minister of Maharashtra, Mr. Devendra Fadnavis unveiling the logo of ‘Hamara Station Hamari Shaan’ 25th August 2016 at an event attended by his cabinet colleagues, Chief Secretary Swachhe Kshetra, Ratna Tete, Amish Tripathi, Bishoching, Anand Mahindra (not seen in this picture)
“Hamara Station Hamari Shaan” Coordination meeting with the Divisional Railway Manager (DRM) of Western Railway
14th September 2016

Beautification of 36 railway Stations from October 2 to October 8, 2016

From left: Mumbai North Central MP Ms. Poonam Mahajan, Railway Minister Mr. Suresh Prabhu CM of Maharashtra Mr. Devendra Fadnavis and Actor Mr. Anil Kapoor, MLA Ashish Shelar during the launch of Hamars Station Hamari Shaan project at Bandra Station, 2nd October 2016
Art on Tracks:
Many have likened the new look of Railway stations to art gallery.
Closing Ceremony

Mumbai First and M.A.D. Foundation welcome you to the Closing Ceremony of HAMARA STATION HAMARI SHAAN

Beautification of 36 railway stations from October 2 to October 8, 2016

Supported by
Western Railway
Central Railway

An initiative to celebrate Deen Utsav

Supporters of the HSHS initiative receiving certificates

Core Team Members
On Social Media:

Anil Kapoor @AnilKapoor Oct 1
Kickstarting a revolution with the h'ble @Dev_Fadnavis @sureshprabhu @poomah @mumbai_first @RailMinIndia
#HamaraStationHamariShaan!

Anand Mahindra @anandmahindra Oct 3
#HamaraStationHamariShaan Mumbai’s train stations being transformed through @mumbai_first & @Difference_MAD & supported by @MahindraRise

Devendra Fadnavis @Dev_Fadnavis Oct 4
This is a real tribute to Bapu from Mumbaikars. Congrats @mumbai_first @Difference_MAD ! I appeal everyone to join this as it is till 8th Oct

Suresh Prabhu Retweeted Ministry of Railways @RailMinIndia Oct 6
Different strokes. 36 railway stations get colourful makeover. thehindu.com/todays-paper/...
Appreciation received:

Suresh Prabhu @sureshprabhu - Oct 7
Thx @mumbaifirst @Difference_MAD for commendable job, beautifying Mumbai Stns. Appealing more to join this movement to make it better.
Media Coverage:

Railway Minister kicks off mega-beautification drive of 36 Mumbai suburban stations

36 railway stations get colourful makeover

36 suburban stations to get a facelift this week

Station walls paint a piece of the past

Different strokes: 36 railway stations get colourful makeover

Within two days of the ‘Hamara Station Hamari Shaan’ initiative, 36 railway stations in the city have proved to be a visual treat for Mumbaikars. The initiative is headed by NGOs Mumbai First and Making A Difference (MAD) Foundation.

“The initiative has turned out to be bright and beautiful. The makeover has got a good response. The railway appreciates the efforts of the volunteers of all age groups,” said Arat Parhar, DCM (WR).
Mumbai - Qingdao Business Seminar

Mumbai First and Qingdao People’s Association with Foreign Countries had a round table and discussion, on 27th October 2016, to promote and foster a friendly cooperative relationship with industry captains and the business community of Mumbai.

The co-host of the dialogue, Bureau of Commerce of Qingdao Municipal Government accompanied the delegation in its effort to further promote the economic and trade exchange and mutual investment between Qingdao and Mumbai, and offer a platform for the businesses circles of the two sides.